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0. INTRODUCTION 
A classical theorem of Paley-Wiener [8] states that the space L,(O, co) 
is isometrically isomorphic to the Hardy-Lebesgue space H of functions 
holomorphic in the complex half plane re z > 0 with the property 
Iluli:,:=~sup [+= Iu(x+ij#dy<cc. 
r>o’-‘L 
(0.1) 
The isomorphism is established by Laplace’s transform 
L: Lz(O, co) -+ If, UH L(U), 
L(U)(z)=joz e-“U(l)d& rez>O. 
(0.2) 
This theorem has experienced a series of different generalizations and 
modifications during its nearly fifty year history. For example, Bochner [3] 
has introduced Laplace integrals for several variables, 
L(U)(z ,,..., z,)=jh=“‘+ +.-%J(I ,,..., rn)df,...dt,, (0.3) 
zic 63, defined on a tubular region rc‘ of the form r“ = C+ ilw”, where C is 
an open connected cone in R”, the tip of which is in 0 E R”. The Laplace 
integral (0.3) has to be taken over the conjugate cone C* = {t E R”](y, t) = 
I;=, yit, 2 0 Vy E C}, where int C* # 0 is assumed. 
The integral (0.3) is an isometric isomorphism of L,(C*) onto a Banach 
space H(C) of functions holomorphic in rC and satisfying 
1 
Il4l:IK3 :=o” sy: ,R” i ~u(x+iy)l*dy<m (0.4) 
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The Paley Wiener theorem mentioned above is contained in Bochner’s 
theorem with the special settings n = I, C = (x E lwlx > 0 ). Bochner’s result 
has been extended by Vladimirov [ 123 to the case of an inverse image con- 
taining functions of polynomial growth on C*. He replaces L,(C*) by 
f!q’(c*) = { u: W” + a=, jla8 ICI(f))*(l + If]*) ‘dr< 7- ), ~20, and gets the 
Banach space H ,(C) of functions u holomorphic in r“ with 
/JuJ:* 
I - 
If-S(‘) := 0” ;:‘;, J 
(1 + lQ2) “\F,.(u(.u + iy))(C)l2 & < r: (0.5) M” 
as an isomorphic image of I!,; “(C*) via Laplace transform (in (0.5), F,. is 
the Fourier transform with respect to y = (y, ,..., y,)). Vladimirov uses this 
result for constructing the isomorphic image by Laplace’s transform of tem- 
pered distributions with support contained in some cone in R”. 
There is a different modification of the Paley-Wiener theorem due to 
Dzrbasjan and Martirosjan [S]. With H2[a], O<r < co, denoting the 
space of functions .f analytic in the region d(a) = {z I larg zI < n/(2a), 
0 < ]z] < co 1 and satisfying the condition 
the spaces H2[j?], H2[x] (O<r<l, l/fi=l/r- 1) are proved to be 
topologically isomorphic (see [S]). The isomorphism is established by 
Borel’s transform B(U), which means that in the halfplane re z > 0, 
B(U) (z), UE H2[p], is just given by the Laplace integral (0.2). With the 
specifications Q = 1, H2[b] = L2(0, co) one yields the classical Paley- 
Wiener theorem again. 
One property common to all of these isomorphisms of Paley--Wiener 
type is that their image consists of functions holomorphic in some unhoun- 
ded region, decaying in a prescribed manner at infinity. 
The aim of this paper is to construct an isomorphism of Paley-Wiener 
type with its image consisting of functions which need to be holomorphic 
only in some bounded region of the complex plane. 
Boas in [1, 23 was the first dealing with the problem of representing 
functions regular in a bounded region by means of Laplace integrals. He 
applied his result to questions of polynomial expansions. The paper presen- 
ted here is based on the idea of Boas and contains his result as a special 
case. 
The image of the isomorphism constructed here consists of functions 
holomorphic in the interior of a convex polygon in 43 that fulfill the con- 
dition ( I. 1 ), which is the analogon to (0. 1 ), (0.6). The image is denoted by 
E,(fi4..) (see Definition 1.1 and (1.8)). 
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The inverse image denoted by P, I consists of N-tuples U = 
(VOY, V, _ , ) of entire functions Vk of exponential type; the functions Vk 
weighted by exp(a, t), k = O,..., N- 1, belong to L,(R) and satisfy a linear 
coupling condition. The parameters ak are related to the geometry of the 
above-mentioned polygon (N-gon) in a way which is described in 
Definition 1.4. 
The isomorphism is established by a sum of Laplace integrals with 
“rotated arguments” (i.e., essentially Borel’s transforms) 
l-I p,. + E,(Q,. a), u I-+ T(U), 
(0.7) 
T(U) (z) = T( vo,..., vNml)(z)=“f’~xexp(-ze i’“f)vk(f)df, 
k=O o 
where z is contained in the N-gon a,.. The constants $+k are some other 
geometrical parameters of Q, 3 which are defined in Delinition 1.3. The 
parameters dI, are related to ak and to the exponential type of vk in a way 
which is made precise in Definitions 1.3 and 1.4. The transform T(U) 
possesses an &-trace on the boundary SQ,. of the N-gon, which can be 
expressed on the kth side of the boundary curve by the Fourier transform 
of the function (2n)“’ exp(akr) uk(f) (see Lemma 2.7). 
1. THE IWMORPHISM 
We start with defining some function spaces which will be used fre- 
quently in the following. 
DEFINITION 1.1 [ 11, p. 300; 6, pp. 27, 281. Let Q be a simply connec- 
ted bounded region of the complex plane, the boundary of which is a rec- 
titiable Jordan curve. Then for p > 0 we define 
E,(Q):={u:52~c~ u regular in Q and u satisfies ( I. I ) }, 
where condition ( 1. I ) is given by 
sup I lu(C)l” 141 < cc, (1.1) o<r<1 1; 
with f, the image of a circle of radius r by a conformal mapping d, which 
maps the open unit disk 1~1 < I onto the region Q. 
This definition does not depend on the choice of the conformal map- 
ping 4, see [ 11, p. 300; or 6, p. 281. 
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The elements of E,,(Q) have a well-defined L,-trace on the boundary of 
R; for u E E,(Q) the trace on dQ will be denoted by u again. 
If in addition Q is convex and p>, 1 then E,,(Q) is a Banach space with 
respect to the norm 
(1.2i) 
For p = 2, E,(Q) is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product 
(1.2ii) 
DEFINITION 1.2. For p, 7 E R, - /!I < 7, we define 
M, i’. z := {f: C --) C ( j-entire function of exponential type with 
andj’restricted to R is in L,(R)}; 
in this context we define In(O) := -co. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let NE RJ, N 3 3. We call the real N-tuples 4 = 
(do ,..., q5N ,), a = (a0 ,..., aN , ) “feasible parameters” if 
OG#“<@,< ... <q5,&, , <2n 
4 k+I -m,<I”,, 
k = O,..., N - 2, 
k=N-1, 
and furthermore ak > 0, k = 0 ,..., N - 1, and 
Ixk I sin($k-#k+ l)+ak sin(dk+l-dk I) 
+~k+Isin(dk-l-bk)<O. 
We understand the indices in (1.3) modulo N. 
(1.3i) 
(1.3ii) 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let 4, a be feasible parameters and 
flk := slk + I cosec(4k + I - dk) - ak cotddk + I - bk) 
yk := ak .- I cosec(+k - +k - I) - ak cotan((6, - $6k [)r 
(1.4) 
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k = O,..., N - 1. Then we define 
P,. =:= {U = (U+, UN-,)Iuk:c+c 
with eSk’Uk E M,, yk, 2, k = O,..., N - 1, 
and U,,,..., U, _, satisfy Eq. (1.5)). 
Equation (1.5) is given by 
N-l 
2 e’4kUk(fei4k) = 0 Vt E c. 
k=O 
It can be easily shown that P, I is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner 
product 
(U, V)P4., = ‘1;; r : O,(f)8,odf. (1.6) 
In (1.6) we have used the abbreviation 
ok(f):= (2n)“2 ezk’uk(f), k=O,..., N- 1. 
Now we are able to state the main theorem of this paper. 
(1.7) 
THEOREM 1.5. Let 4, a he feasible paramerers and 
N-l 
Q,, 1 := ,fl(, {z=x+iyl xcos#k+ysin4k+ak>O}. (1.8) 
Then, the spaces P,. and E,(Q,, .) are isometrically isomorphic. The 
isomorphism is esrahlished by means of a transform T defined by 
P,, 2 -+ EAQ, .)v U I-+ T(U), 
T(U) b) = 7-t Uo,..., U,v - ,I (s) 
N - I “FL 
= & !I 
exp (--se. ‘)‘I) Uk(f) dt, SEQ,,.. 
On the other hand, for UE E,(Q,..) and f E C, T ‘(u) is given by 
T-‘(u) (I)= (U,(f),..., U,v- ,(f)), 
U,(f)= (2n) -’ 5’” e’ xk+‘r”~(e’*k( -ak + ir)) dr, 
- lJr 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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,c:ith /?I, yk according to (1.4) and u(e’@“( - rk + it)) denoting the L,-trace of 
u on the k th side of the boundary polygon, { 2 = .x + iy 1 x cos q4k + y sin dk + 
%=ow&.. ( Q= closure(Q)). 
Remark 1.6. Q, I is a convex bounded region containing OE C with a 
polygonal boundary curve. It immediately follows from (1.3) that the 
representation (1.8) of Q,, 1 is irredundant, i.e., for Q,:= nr d,, +,(z = 
.Y + iy )x cos 4,, + y sin I$/, + rk > 0 ), j = 0 . . . . . N - 1, one has Q, # Q, 3. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Choosing N = 4, bk = k. (n/2), ak = 1, k = 0 ,..., 3, we get 
/?,, = 1 = ykVk, and the spaces P,, 1 and Ez( (21 Ire :I < 1, lim z( < 1)) are 
isometrically isomorphic. 
2. PRCKIF OF THEOREM 1.5 
At first we list some properties of functions in E,,(Q), respectively IV,{, i’. ?; 
it is assumed that 52 is according to Delinition 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.1 [11, p.300; 10, pp. 191, 181.-1833. LetfeE,,(Q),p>O. Then 
one has 
(i ) almost everyuvhere on G7Q), f has uniquely defined boundary values 
tf one approaches the boundary in a non-tangential fashion, They are denoted 
by f (i), i E dR, and called “non-tangential boundary values”; 
(ii) the non-tangential boundary values constitute an L,-function on 
(!Q, San I.f(C)I IJ ldil < 2, the L,-trace off on ciQ. Furthermore, one has 
(iii) fE E,(Q), 0 <q <p; 
(iv) ~fin addition Q is convex, one has f E E,(Q), r >p, lf’the trace off 
on a52 is in L,(aQ), i.e., ~f~,,,jf([)j' ld[l < x8. 
LEMMA 2.2 [lo, pp. 139, 144, 1453. Let g be in L,(aQ) and f(z):= 
W) ' j,~ (g(O/(i -z)) 4, z E Q (“integral of Cauchy’s type” on dS1 with 
“density function” g ). Then 
(i) a.e. on 252 there are non-tangential boundary values f (c), [ E dl2 
(ii) f([)=g([) a.e. on dQ tfand only if 
(2.1) 
is satisfiedfor all nE N,,:= N u (0). 
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DEFINITION 2.3 [ 13, I, p. 2891. A function f holomorphic in 52 “can be 
represented by its Cauchy integral” if and only if 
(i) f has an L,-trace on SR 
(ii) for z E 0, f(z) can be represented by an integral of Cauchy’s type, 
the density function g of which can be replaced by the L,-tracef: 
LEMMA 2.4 [ 10, p. 149; 11, p. 3013. A functionf hofomorphic in l2 can 
be represented in R by its Cuuchy integral if and only iff E E,(Q). 
COROLLARY 2.5 [ 10, p. 148; 11, p. 3011. Let f be regular in 52. Then one 
has f E E,(Q) if and only if f has an L,-trace on dQ which satisfies 
fanf([)i”d[=Ofor aNnEN,,. 
At the end of this list, we recall a well-known theorem due to Paley and 
Wiener: 
LEMMA 2.6 [8, p. 133. Let /I, y E R, -fl< y; then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) f‘~ Mb.,, 2 
(ii) f can be represented by f(z) = (27~) Ii2 I’ B e”“$( y) dy, z E Q) and 
4 E L2( - 8, ‘i ). 
In the following we suppose NE N, N > 3, and 4, a to be feasible 
parameters according to Definition 1.3. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let U = (I/, ,..., U,... ,) E P, 1; then u:= T(U) E &(Q,.) 
and one has a.e. on dS2, d 
u(c) = F(&)(T), [ = e’“‘( -a/( + iT), 
-8k<T<Y,, k = O,..., N - 1, 
(2.2) 
where F(g) denotes the Fourier trunsform of an L,-function (according to 
Plancherel’s definition). 
ProoJ: (i) The Laplace integral 
I 
03 
exp( -se 
0 
--i4kf) U,(t) dt= (2n) -‘:2 jO: exp( -(se r9k+ak) I) 8,(t)dr, 
8, E L,(R), is absolutely convergent and holomorphic in the halfplane 
re(se- id’) + a& > 0. So, T(U) is holomorphic in Sz, a. 
(ii) We show that u= T(U) can be represented by an integral of 
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Cauchy’s type on 052, a. To this end we define for SE R,, 3, XE R, 
k = O,..., N - 1 
(bk, ,(x):= 
i 
O* 
.Y > 0 
exp(x(a, + SLJ I@“)), x < 0. 
(2.3;) 
Because of re(se ‘Ofi) + ak > 0, we have 
F(4k..r) (T)= (2n) -Ii2 J I* exp(x(a, +se-.I++‘-ir))dx (2.3ii) 
= (27c) ‘2 l 
rk-iT$se-Idk’ 
So we get 
-x 
J 
exp( --se @‘I) U,(t) df = (2X) It2 
I 
+% $bk.J -t) tr,(f) df 
0 - 5 
for, according to Lemma 2.6, 8, E MBk,P4, 2 implies F( 8,)(T) = 0 a.e. for 
T  < -pk, T > Yk. We define 
d~k,..:=a,.,n{z=x+i~Ixcos~k+~sin~k+ak=o}, (2.4) 
k = O,..., N - 1; 
the orientation of %2:, has to be chosen compatible with the positive 
orientation of dQ, Z. With fik, Yk according to (1.4) it follows 
u(s) = T(U)(s) 
= (Ini) ’ I,,,., y dt;, 
s (2.5) 
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where the density function tj~ is defined by 
$(O = Nk) (z) for t; = eidk( - rk + in), 
-flk<r<yk, k=O ,..., N- 1. (2.6) 
(iii) We shall prove that u = T(U) can in fact be represented by its 
Cauchy integral on X!,, and that (2.2) holds. According to Lemma 2.6 
one has 
Dk(z) = (271) “’ 
I 
” eirrF( o,)(r) dr 
-A 
for z E C. Using ( 1.5) it follows 
N-l 
0 E (-i) c pr 
k=O 
I 
yk eXp( ( - ak + ir) eidkt) F( 0,) (T) dT 
-& 
with $ according to (2.6) and a, = jan,,,c”$(c) d[, n E No. So we get 
Because of (2.6), JI E L,(X?, .) and a fortiori J/ E L,(X?,,) holds and, 
using (2.5), (2.7), and Lemma 2.2, it follows that u = T(U) has a.e. on dQ, z 
non-tangential boundary values, which are denoted by u(c), [E X?,, 1 and 
satisfy 
dl;) = IL(C) a.e. on ais,.. (2.8) 
So, (2.2) is proved. 
Furthermore, (2.5) implies in connection with (2.8) that the function 
u = T(U) can be represented by its Cauchy integral on dR, (I. 
(iv) Applying Lemma 2.4. yields u E E,(Q,.). Because the boundary 
trace of u is in fact L,(aQ+..) (see (2.8)), it follows from Lemma 2.1 (iv) 
that u E E,(Q, .). 
Thus, Lemma 2.7 is established. Now we start proving Theorem 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. (i) At first we shall show that the mapping 
r p,. + E,(St,,.) is injective. For this aim, let U E Pk.= and T(U)(s)=0 
in Q,,.. According to Lemma 2.7 one has F( V,) (5) =0 a.e. for 
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- pk < T < j'k, k = 0 . . . . . N - 1. Furthermore, because of 0, E IV,],, :.~,? and 
Lemma 2.6, F(c,)(r)=O holds ae. for r<-/jk, T>;‘~. So, 0,-O, 
k = 0 ,..., N - I, i.e., U = (0 . . . . . 0). 
(ii) The mapping T: P,.. -+ Ez(Qs, .) is surjective. Because of Lemma 
2.4 and Lemma 2.l(iii), a function UE E,(Q, ,) can be represented as 
With (1.4) in mind we use i = e’“‘( --CL/, + it), -fik <r < yk, k = 0 ,..., N - 1, 
for parametrizing -XI:. 1, and defining 
ii,(r):= 
u(eldr( - ak + ir)) for -ijlk<r<Yk, 
0 otherwise, 
we get 
According to Lemma 2.l(ii), iik E L,(R), k = O,..., N - 1, holds; so there 
exists one and only one 8, E L,(R) with the property 
F(&)=i&, k = O,..., N - I. (2.9) 
Using (2.3) and Parseval’s theorem for Fourier transforms one yields 
u(s) = (27r) - “2 
‘;g s,: 
exp( -($ + se.-jdk) 1) 0,(I) dt 
N .- I r-1 
=CJ exp( -se “‘f) l/,(t) dt 
k=O o 
= T(Uo,..., UN- 1) (~1, 
with 0, defined by (1.7). For I real, u,(r) is given by 
&(t)=(2n).-“2e-““F .‘(&.)(t) 
= (2~) ’ jbk e (-a~+ir)‘u(ei~‘(-ak+iT))dr, (2.10) 
k = O,..., N- 1. For t E @, we define r/,(t) by analytic continuation. 
Equation (2.10) then applies to all I E C, because its right-hand side extends 
by analytic continuation to an entire function in t. 
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We still have to prove U = (U, ,..., UN .- ,) E P, =. 0, E M,,, yL, z follows 
immediately from (2.10) (for t E C) with the aid of Lemma 2.6. For proving 
(1.5) we also use the representation of U,(t), t E C, by means of (2.10) and 
get 
“1’ e’“‘Uk(tei4’)= -(2ni)-’ 6, e”40 4 
k=O *. z 
= -(27ri) 1 f 2 f”, 
n=o . 
where we have defined 
Because of E,(Q, .) = E,(Q, .), Corollary 2.5 implies a,, = 0 for all n E No. 
So, (1.5) is established and U in fact is contained in P, 1. 
(iii) The mapping T: P, (I -+ &(a,+, .) is isometric. Let U E P, .; then 
u= T(U)EE,(Q, .) has an &-boundary trace, which is given by (2.2) and 
according to (1.2) we conclude 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. With the situation of Example 1.7 in mind, we show that 
u(s) = 1 E E,(G!, .) corresponds to U E P,., with u,(t) = (l/n) e-‘(sin r/z), 
k = O,..., 3. Using Eq. (1.10) of Theorem 1.5, the statement follows at once 
from observing that the &-Fourier transform of o,(r) = (2/n)i (sin l/l) 
vanishes for 151 > 1, whereas it equals 1 a.e. for ITI < 1. For the purpose of 
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testing Theorem 1.5 one may calculate T(U) with the aid of (1.9). which 
results in 
T(U)(.y)=!-{arctan(&-+arctan($---) 
+arctan(+-)+arctan(&)}. (2.11 ) 
s E R,, Z. Then, T(L)(s) = I can easily be shown for real s in 52,. I and the 
result extends to the whole domain by analytic continuation. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
There is an interesting connection between Theorem 1.5 and the classical 
Runge theorem on approximating holomorphic functions uniformly by 
rational ones, the poles of which are located outside the domain in 
question. 
At first, we want to examine the situation in Example 2.8. If we expand 
each member of the right-hand side of Eq. (2.11) into a Laurent series 
pivoted about ? I ? t;, ?i-~- I:, I: > 0, and converging for Iz k 11 > E, 
Ii + il > c, respectively, we get a Runge approximation just by considering 
finite partial sums of the series above. On the other hand, if we had used 
the expansion pivoted about & 1, ? i, then, for all SE f2, ‘I, s ~0, there 
were at least one k (k = O,..., 3) for which the corresponding series does not 
converge. This situation is general: in fact, every member of the sum in Eq. 
( 1.9) can be expressed by a series 
absolutely converging for 
if O,(I) = (2/n)‘!2 x;. 0 (fik,/n!) 1”~ M,],. )‘x, 2 and upn = (l/n) Cik,,. 
But because of (3.2), for all s E 52,. 1, s # 0, there is at least one k 
(k = O,..., N - 1 ), for which the corresponding series on the right-hand side 
of (3.1) does not converge; i.e., expressing 7’(U) by summing (3.1) over k 
has a formal meaning only. Nevertheless, it makes sense if one replaces for 
s E Q,, 1 each series in this representation (which converges for s according 
to (3.2) only) by its analytic continuation on the left-hand side of (3.1) con- 
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verging for re(se -I+&) + CQ > 0. In this way, the “expansion” of u E E,(Qm, .) 
with respect to a system of rational fractions 
(3.3) 
may be looked upon as being similar to the notion of Bore1 summability of 
a non-converging power series (see [4]). Somewhat unexpected from this 
point of view is the intimate connection between the “expansion coef- 
ficients” and the &-norm of the represented function u E E,(Q, .), which is 
implied by Theorem 1.5: 
COROLLARY 3.1. LA 4, tl, 52, 1 he defined as in Theorem 1.5. For u E 
E,(Q,+. a)l calculate U = T--‘(u), U = ( UO ,..., UN._ ,) E P, 1. E.xpand T(U) (s) 
for s E 0, ‘I according to (3. I ) forma& with respect to the system of ralionai 
fractions (3.3) 
N - I TX 
formally 
u(s) = 
k2 “G 
ak,r,k 4,~) (3.4) 
with ok,, denoting the expansion coefficients. Then, the E,-norm of u is deter- 
mined by the coefficients akn via the following procedure: 
(i) define ckn:= @k/(Bk + yk))” x:=o (:) akd$k)’ with bk, ?k 
according to ( 1.4); 
(ii) cdcuhte ik.l,m:= (A) A’-“‘ck,, m =o ,..., 1, /e b(,, where the 
sequence {A”cn).. rm of pth order successive diferences subordinate to c1 
sequence M”E N qf complex numbers is defined by recursion, doe,, = c,, 
A’c, = c,, + I - c, ,..., /pc,,=nfi- Q+,-AJ’-~‘~,; 
(iii) calculate 
(I+ I) i i2k.,..,l.] 
Ii2 
m=O 
(which will be finite); 
(iv) then 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Proof The isomorphism T: P, 3 4 E,(Q, .) being an isometry, one 
has IIaxR,..)= IIuIP,,r for u = T(U) (Theorem 1.5). With ukn the expan- 
sion coefficients in (3.4), 8,(t) = (2n)“* x;= o (ukn/n!) t” E M,,. 71r. 2 (8, 
according to (1.7)). 
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Defining the coefficients ck,, as above amounts to expanding the function 
fk( I):= (27~) ‘.‘2p(llk’(l’k ’ ?A)) ‘fJ,( - ir/({jk + jlk)) 
in a Taylor series1;( 1) = C,*=_, (ckn/n!) I”, k = O,..., N - I. From [7, Lemma 
11.4, p. 2151, it follows that Uk E MP,.?,, 2 if and only if the mk as defined in 
(3.5) are finite and, moreover, that 
k = O,..., N - 1. 
This proves the corollary because of II U II 6,. , = C,“._ d 118, I( f.I,Mj. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. In the case of Example 2.8, the expansion coefficients 
with respect to the system of rational fractions (3.3) are given by 
i 
t-1)’ 
n(2f + I)’ 
if n=21,1eN, 
a kn = 
otherwise, 
k = O,..., 3. Easily one gets 
1 1 
c - -- 
‘“-7rn+ I 
and 
). 
(-1)’ m 1 
k. 1. m  = 
lt I+ 1 
and therefore mk = l/n, k = O,..., 3 (for details see [7, p. 2161). So, following 
(3.6), 
Ilull E2(f+,) = 2. fi, 
which can be confirmed at once by observing that 
with Q,+ according to Example 1.7. 
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